
Fill in the gaps

Killing In The Name by Rage Against The Machine

Killing in the name of!

Some of those  (1)________  were forces are the same that

bore crosses

Some of those that were  (2)____________  are the 

(3)________  that bore crosses

Some of those that were forces are the same that bore

crosses

Some of those that were forces are the same that bore

crosses

Huh!

Killing in the  (4)________  of!

Killing in the name of

And now you do what they told ya (11 times)

But now you do  (5)________  they told ya

Well now you do what they told ya

Those who died are justified, for wearing the badge, they're

the  (6)____________  whites

You  (7)______________  those  (8)________  died by 

(9)______________  the badge, they're the chosen whites

Those who  (10)________  are justified, for wearing the

badge, they're the chosen whites

You justify those that  (11)________  by wearing the badge,

they're the chosen whites

Some of  (12)__________  that were  (13)____________  are

the same  (14)________  bore crosses

Some of  (15)__________   (16)________  were forces are

the same that bore crosses

Some of those that were  (17)____________  are the same

that  (18)________  crosses

Some of those  (19)________  were forces are the 

(20)________  that bore crosses

Uggh!

Killing in the name of!

Killing in the name of

And now you do  (21)________  they told ya (4 times)

And now you do what they told ya, now you're under control (

7 times)

And now you do what they  (22)________  ya!

Those who died are justified, for wearing the badge, they're

the  (23)____________  whites

You justify those that  (24)________  by 

(25)______________  the badge, they're the chosen whites

Those who died are justified, for wearing the badge, they're

the  (26)____________  whites

You  (27)______________  those that died by wearing the

badge, they're the chosen whites

Come on!

(Guitar  (28)__________  'Yeah! Come on!')

Fuck you, I won't do what you tell me (8 times spoken

becoming a shout by the 8th time)

Fuck you, I won't do what you tell me! (8 times, shouted)

Motherfucker!

Uggh!
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. that

2. forces

3. same

4. name

5. what

6. chosen

7. justify

8. that

9. wearing

10. died

11. died

12. those

13. forces

14. that

15. those

16. that

17. forces

18. bore

19. that

20. same

21. what

22. told

23. chosen

24. died

25. wearing

26. chosen

27. justify

28. solo:
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